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The Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) spacecraft ob-

served a strong interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) reaching Mars

on 13 September 2017. In this work we analyze the interaction between such

an extreme event and the Martian induced magnetosphere by means of LAT-

MOS Hybrid Simulation (LatHyS) stationary runs and magnetic field and

plasma observations obtained by MAVEN in a time interval from ∼ 5 h be-

fore the ICME shock arrival to about 5.5 h after the impact. Detailed com-

parisons between simulation results and such MAVEN measurements are per-
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formed and show that several stages during this interaction can be described

through a combination of steady states. LatHyS results show the simulated

bow shock is closer to the planet for higher magnetosonic Mach number and

solar wind dynamic pressure conditions, in agreement with previous obser-

vational studies. MAVEN observations and LatHyS results also suggest a com-

pression on the flanks of the magnetic pile-up boundary. Finally, simulated

H+ and O+ planetary escape rates increase by a factor ∼10 and ∼2.4, re-

spectively, due to the ICME passage through the Martian magnetosphere.

Keypoints:

• The interaction between an ICME and Mars is studied by means of MAVEN

observations and LatHyS stationary runs.

• A characterization of the bow shock compression during this event is per-

formed, based on LatHyS results.

• During the analyzed event, simulated H+ and O+ planetary loss rates

increase by a factor ∼10 and ∼2.4, respectively.
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1. Introduction

Interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) are large-scale magnetic field and plasma

structures with enhanced field magnitude with respect to magnetized background solar

wind (SW), and with plasma properties distinct from the solar wind in which they are

embedded [e.g., Gopalswamy, 2006; Jian et al., 2008]. Given their known capability to

generate major geomagnetic storms at Earth [e.g., Gosling et al., 1991; Tsurutani and

Gonzalez, 1997], and the more direct interaction that takes place between the SW and

planets lacking an intrinsic global magnetic field (such as Venus and Mars) [Russell et al.,

1980; Acuña et al., 1998], ICMEs are expected to play an important role modifying the

plasma environment surrounding these atmospheric obstacles.

Studying the Martian response to variable external conditions is of great importance,

particularly to identify and characterize time-dependent physical processes occurring in-

side and around its induced planetary magnetosphere. These studies allow, for instance,

to quantify different magnetospheric recovery timescales, to determine related temporal

variabilities in each atmospheric escape channel and to estimate the role that planetary

neutral and ion escape to space might have played throughout the history of this planet.

However, despite the progress in the understanding of this planetary plasma environ-

ment, studies on the responses of the induced magnetosphere of Mars to variability in

the external conditions are still required. This is due to the proper limitations of lo-

calized spacecraft observations and instrumental design, the computationally expensive

time-dependent numerical simulation calculations, and the large amount of non-linear

time-dependent physical processes taking place in such interaction.
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The interaction between large ICMEs and the Martian magnetosphere has been studied

based on observations provided by Mars Global Surveyor, Mars Express and Mars Atmo-

sphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) [Jakosky et al., 2015a] missions. Results from

such investigation can be found in Crider et al. [2005]; Edberg et al. [2010]; Futaana et al.

[2008]; Morgan et al. [2014]; Jakosky et al. [2015b]; Curry et al. [2015]; Dong et al. [2015];

Sánchez-Cano et al. [2017]; Ma et al. [2017]. Among these studies, Jakosky et al. [2015b]

have shown that ICMEs are capable of increasing the atmospheric planetary escape rate

by approximately a factor 10, compared to nominal solar wind conditions. Consistently

with this work, Ma et al. [2017] performed time-dependent MHD numerical simulations

to analyze the rapid changes that took place in the plasma environment around Mars due

to these disturbances in the solar wind and showed that ion escape rates increase by more

than one order of magnitude during such event.

In the present work we study the interaction between an ICME that impacted the

Martian magnetosphere around 13 September 2017, by means of MAVEN magnetic field

and plasma observations. In addition, we also make use of the LATMOS Hybrid Sim-

ulation (LatHyS), the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique Global Climate Model

(LMD-GCM) and the Exospheric Global Model (EGM) codes to describe the Martian

atmosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere during this time interval and to study the

response of this induced magnetosphere to such extreme event. To do this, we perform

three stationary hybrid simulations under estimated external conditions (MAVEN was

inside the magnetosphere during this time interval) characterizing different stages of this

interacting system. Analysis of Mars Express plasma data during this event is beyond
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the scope of the present study and will be considered in a future study. After providing

a brief description of MAVEN Magnetometer (MAG), Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA)

and Supra-Thermal and Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC) capabilities and the LatHyS

code (Section 2), we perform a comparison between MAVEN observations and LatHyS

results along the spacecraft trajectory in Section 3. We also study the response of the

Martian bow shock (BS) and the Magnetic Pile-up Boundary (MPB) to the changes in the

external conditions due to the passage of the ICME around the induced magnetosphere

of Mars. In addition, we estimate the planetary H+ and O+ loss rates during this event.

In Section 4 we provide our conclusions.

2. MAVEN instruments and LatHyS code

The MAG instrument provides vector magnetic field measurements with two indepen-

dent fluxgate magnetometers placed on the end of the solar array panels. They possess

a broad range (up to 65,536 nT per axis), a maximum sampling frequency of 32 Hz and

accuracy of ∼0.25 nT [Connerney et al., 2015a, b]. In this work we have used full time

resolution MAG data.

SWIA is an energy and angular ion spectrometer covering an energy range between

25 eV/q to 25 keV/q (with 48 logarithmically spaced energy steps) with a field of view

(FOV) of 360◦× 90◦ [Halekas et al., 2015]. In this work we used derived mean plasma

density and bulk velocity with 8 s resolution.

STATIC is an energy, mass, and angular ion spectrometer, covering an energy range

between 0.1 eV/q to 30 keV/q with a FOV of 360◦ × 90◦ and a mass range from 1 to 70
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amu [McFadden et al., 2015]. In this study we have used derived densities for H+, O+,

O+
2 and CO+

2 (from the c6 data product) with 4 s resolution.

LatHyS is a global three-dimensional multispecies parallelized hybrid model that allows

to describe plasma processes taking place in several space plasma environments [Modolo

et al., 2005, 2012; Richer et al., 2012; Modolo et al., 2016; Leclercq et al., 2016]. Ap-

plied to the Martian environment, it treats six ion species kinetically: solar wind H+
sw and

He++
sw , and planetary H+, O+, O+

2 , and CO+
2 . The electrons are described by means of

two massless fluids with different temperatures (solar wind and ionospheric) that ensure

the quasi-neutrality condition. The planetary ions are the result of three ionization pro-

cesses acting on the Martian atmosphere/exosphere (photoionization, charge exchange,

and electron impact), several chemical reactions taking place at low altitudes and the

self-consistent dynamics (of the ions) by considering model cross sections and ionization

frequencies. The description of the crustal magnetic fields at Mars [Acuña et al., 1999] is

based on the model derived in Cain et al. [2003]. A detailed description of the LatHyS

model can be found in Modolo et al. [2016] and references therein. The description of

the neutral and ionospheric Martian environment that affect, among other things, the

mass-loading conditions of the solar wind is derived making use of the 3D LMD-GCM

[González-Galindo et al., 2009; Chaufray et al., 2014, 2015] and the 3D EGM [Leblanc et

al., 2017a, b].

In this work we perform three stationary numerical simulation runs with 80 km spatial

resolution and a time step equal to 0.0333 Ω−1
ci where Ωci is the proton gyrofrequency of the

undisturbed SW. The simulation domain extends from −2.4 to 2.4 RM in XMSO axis and
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from -4.5 to 4.5 RM in YMSO and ZMSO axes (RM stands for Martian radii, 1 RM = 3393

km). The Mars Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinate system is centered at Mars and is defined

as follows: the X axis points toward the Sun, the Z axis is perpendicular to Mars’s orbital

plane and is positive toward the ecliptic north. The Y axis completes the right-handed

system. Given that MAVEN is inside the Martian bow shock during the analyzed time

interval, external conditions for the simulation runs are estimated based on MAVEN

magnetosheath (MSH) measurements. Considered values for solar wind density (nSW ),

mean velocity (USW ), the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) and the magnetosonic

Mach number for each simulation are shown in Table 1 [Ma et al., 2018]. These values,

also considered for the three steady-state cases analyzed by Ma et al. [2018], are estimated

mainly based on penetrating proton measurements [Halekas et al., 2015, 2017]. For a

more detailed description on this aspect the reader is refer to Sections 3 and 4 of Ma

et al. [2018]. When it comes to the crustal magnetic fields it is also worth pointing

out that, for each of the three stationary simulations, we have fixed the subsolar GEO

latitude and longitude at the values taken at MAVEN’s closest approach (CA) during the

corresponding time interval. The time interval described by each of these simulations is

also reported in this Table. The 3-D description of the density, velocity, and temperature

of the main neutral and ion species in Mars’ thermosphere/ionosphere are determined for

solar longitude Ls= 90◦ and mean solar activity, using the LMD-GCM. Moreover, these

outputs are also used to define the background atmosphere and ionosphere of EGM, and

to define Mars’ atmosphere in LatHyS model. The reconstructed exospheric composition

and density by EGM is used to describe Mars’ exosphere in LatHyS model. Although a
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peak in the Lymann-alpha and in the 0-7 nm MAVEN EUV channels are detected on 10

September 2017 between 16:02 and 16:12:45 UT [Thiemann et al., 2018], previous works

making use of the LMD-GCM code [Chaufray et al., 2014, 2015] suggest effects associated

with such local maximums do not significantly affect the outcome of LatHyS simulations

for the time interval of the present study.

3. MAVEN observations and LatHyS results

3.1. Comparison along MAVEN’s trajectory

Figure 1 displays magnetic field and plasma data obtained by MAVEN MAG, SWIA

and STATIC instruments as a function of time, between 12 September 2017 22:00 UT

and 13 September 2017 08:20 UT. From top to bottom, this Figure displays the magnetic

field vectors in MSO coordinates, total field magnitude, mean plasma velocity components

(from SWIA) in MSO coordinates, total plasma velocity, and ion densities derived from

STATIC and SWIA. Each panel also shows the corresponding LatHyS results (from the

three stationary simulations) along MAVEN’s trajectory. As shown in Table 1, the mean

IMF considered for the time interval associated with Simulation 1 is B = [0,−3, 0] nT, that

is, a background magnetic field with nominal magnitude upstream from Mars. Moreover,

the SW bulk velocity and density corresponding to this time interval are assumed to be

USW = [−426, 0, 0] km/s and nSW = 1.9 cm−3, respectively. Initially, MAVEN is located

close to the terminator plane and inside the Martian magnetosheath. It measures strong

wave activity, relatively high magnetic field magnitude (∼ 6 nT) and plasma density (n

∼ 4 cm−3) and smaller plasma bulk velocity (∼ 240 km/s). As MAVEN moves towards

CA at around 12 Sept 22:54:29 UT, it measures an increase in the magnetic field intensity
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due to the IMF pile-up and the presence of crustal magnetic fields. In addition, a strong

decrease in the local plasma velocity and an increase in the total ion density with the

major contributions coming from O+
2 and CO+

2 are observed. After reaching CA (altitude

∼ 150 km), MAVEN is located downstream and crosses the MPB at the dawn flank at

around 23:27 UT, time after which large fluctuations in both magnetic field and mean

plasma velocity and density are, once again, detected. Consistent with this transition,

STATIC mass spectrogram shows the presence of heavy ions approximately up to this

time (not shown in this paper). Even though LatHyS does not capture the fluctuations

in B, U and n observed in the Martian magnetosheath, the predicted profiles along the

spacecraft trajectory are in good agreement with the observed mean values of each of them.

Moreover, the IMF draping and pile-up, the crustal magnetic fields and correlated changes

in the mean plasma velocity field and total plasma density are also well reproduced by

LatHyS. These results therefore suggest that MAVEN observations between 12 Sept 22:00

UT and 13 Sept 02:52 UT can be understood in terms of nominal draping of magnetic field

lines [see, e.g., Chacko and Hassam, 1997; Ma et al., 2004; Modolo et al., 2012; Romanelli

et al., 2014, 2015; Naor and Keshet, 2015] and acceleration plasma processes [see, e.g.,

Dubinin et al., 2011; Halekas et al., 2017], assuming the external conditions reported in

Table 1 (Simulation 1).

As can be seen in MAVEN Solar Energetic Particle data, the ICME shock reached the

Martian environment at 13 Sept 02:52 UT [Lee et al., 2018]. As a result of subsequent

changes in the external conditions associated with such extreme event (e.g., increase in

the solar wind dynamic pressure and IMF magnitude), MAVEN observed magnetic field
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magnitudes significantly larger (maximum being 112.8 nT) around CA (at 13 Sept 03:20:36

UT), compared with the previous orbit. This increment is not associated with crustal

magnetic fields (according to Cain’s model [Cain et al., 2003], they are not expected

to exceed 15 nT magnitude in this case), but rather associated with a more intense

magnetic pile-up and draping. As shown in Table 1, we model the 13 Sept 02:52 - 05:10

UT time interval by means of a stationary LatHyS run with B = [0,−10, 0] nT, USW =

[−824, 0, 0] km/s and nSW = 4 cm−3. Under these external conditions, LatHyS reproduces

very well these signatures as well as the deceleration of the plasma and the increase in

the total plasma density when MAVEN approaches the ionosphere. After CA, MAVEN

observations suggest the spacecraft is inside the MPB until ∼ 03:36 UT. Indeed, although

fluctuations in the magnetic field are important even close to CA, heavy ions are not

detected after this time (STATIC mass spectrogram). The observed values of the magnetic

field components inside the MPB and the MSH (up to 05:10 UT) are well described under

a nominal and stationary IMF draping picture (with the major component along the

−YMSO axis). Moreover, predicted mean plasma velocities and total densities are also

in good agreement with MAVEN SWIA and STATIC measurements during the time

interval related to Simulation 2 (see Table 1). However, it is important to notice that

physical processes taking place on different timescales are likely present and modify the

Martian magnetosphere response to the ICME, when compared to that of under steady-

state conditions. In particular, the main differences between observations and simulations

(between 02:57 - 03:08 UT and 03:35-04:00 UT ) are examples of such modifications, likely

associated with a transient state of the plasma that can only be properly reproduced
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through time-dependent numerical simulations. In agreement with this idea, simulation

results by Ma et al. [2018] suggest MAVEN plasma field velocity during such time intervals

can be related to variability in the SW velocity.

At Sept 13 05:10 UT a sharp change in the local magnetic field By polarity and an

increase in the H+ density are measured by MAVEN. Consistent with these observations,

we perform a third stationary numerical simulation with the external conditions presented

in Table 1 (B = [0, 10, 5] nT, USW = [−824, 0, 0] km/s and nSW = 12 cm−3). MAVEN

observes again a magnetic field configuration consistent with magnetic field draping and

pile-up under the latter considered IMF orientation and increased solar wind density.

For instance, it is worth noticing the opposite polarity of the Bx and By magnetic field

components surrounding the Martian’s ionosphere, compared to that of observed during

the previous orbit. This is clearly consistent with the considered change in the IMF

direction. Also, the higher magnetic pile-up (compared with the previous orbit) can be

related to the expected increase in nSW . As in the case of the two previous simulations,

the total density predicted by LatHyS along MAVEN’s trajectory is very close to that of

the dominant species at different times. Indeed, total densities predicted by LatHyS in the

Martian ionosphere are in very good agreement with the observed heavy ion densities (for

example, for the maximum in the O+
2 and/or CO+

2 densities). Analogously, total density

values predicted by LatHyS are in good agreement with protons densities measured by

MAVEN when outside of the ionosphere. It is also interesting to notice that LatHyS is

capable of reproducing very well the observed changes in the Uy and Uz components,

resulting from accelerating processes taking place mainly in the flanks of the Martian
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magnetosheath. In addition, it is worth pointing out that the presence of high energetic

particle fluxes during part of the analyzed event generate an appreciable penetrating

background in the SWIA data. Such particle population adds a very hot but tenuous

component with zero bulk velocity to these observations. Even though this component

artificially increases the density and decreases the flow velocity, it is not expected to

strongly affect the overall results presented in Figure 1.

The trajectory of MAVEN during the analyzed time interval is displayed (light blue

curve) in cylindrical MSO coordinates in Figure 2 (lower panel). Color-coded points

display MAVEN’s position every 25 minutes. This panel also shows the average location

of the BS (solid black line) and the magnetic pile-up boundary (dashed black line), based

on the fits by Trotignon et al. [2006]. The initial position of MAVEN is marked by the

blue dot closest to the black arrow.

3.2. Global properties derived from LatHyS

Boundaries geometry and location: bow shock and magnetic pile-up boundary

Several factors influence the state of the Martian magnetosphere. In particular, previous

studies have investigated the effects that changes in the external/internal electromagnetic

field and plasma properties (e.g., the solar wind magnetosonic Mach number, the solar

wind dynamic pressure, the IMF cone angle, the crustal magnetic fields, and the extreme

ultraviolet flux reaching the Martian atmosphere) have on the location of the Martian

bow shock and the magnetic pile-up boundary [e.g., Crider et al., 2003; Edberg et al.,

2008, 2009, 2010; Hall et al., 2016]. The three stationary simulations allow us to charac-

terize effects that the solar wind magnetosonic Mach number (MMS) and the solar wind
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dynamic pressure (Pdyn) have on the bow shock and MPB location, given that these three

simulations were performed for the same solar extreme ultra-violet conditions, and with

an IMF mainly oriented along the YMSO axis. To compute the simulated bow shock

position in each simulation and to also compare it with previous observational results

[Trotignon et al., 2006], the following automatic detection criterion has been applied. For

a given YMSO value, we search along the XMSO axis the position where the magnitude of

the magnetic field normalized by the IMF magnitude exceeds a factor 2. The first value

starting from XMSO=2.4 RM towards the planet (that is along the -XMSO direction) is

identified as the bow shock location for such YMSO coordinate. The same criteria has

been used to compute the location of the bow shock in the (X-Z)MSO plane, for each

given ZMSO value. A pressure balance criterion between solar wind thermal and dynamic

pressures leads to a similar result in the subsolar region. It fails on the flanks, however,

because the magnetosheath plasma is accelerated flankward and tailward and a simple

pressure balance condition is often poorly fulfilled in this region. A similar criterion has

been used to compute the MPB location. For each given YMSO or ZMSO value, we search

along the XMSO axis the position where the magnitude of the magnetic field normalized

by the IMF magnitude exceeds a factor 6 and the magnitude of the mean plasma velocity

normalized by that of the pristine solar wind is reduced by a factor 2. The identified

bow shock and MPB locations in the XY and XZ MSO planes (for the three simulations)

are shown over-imposed in the left and right upper panels in Figure 2, respectively. The

simulated MPB profile cannot be completely recovered because the used criteria is not

fulfilled everywhere in the simulation box. However, the derived MPB location is ex-
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tended enough to compare it with previous results. According to Trotignon et al. [2006];

Edberg et al. [2008], the average MPB standoff distance varies between 1.25 ± 0.03 RM

and 1.33 ± 0.15 RM . As shown in the Figure 2 (upper right panel), all simulated MPB

positions have associated stand-off distances within such distance range. It is also worth

noticing that the computed MPB section close to the terminator plane is significantly

closer to the planet when comparing Simulations 2 and 3 with Simulation 1 (close to

nominal conditions). This suggests a compression on the MPB flanks, as a result of the

solar wind dynamic pressure and magnetosonic Mach number increase between these sim-

ulations (see corresponding values in Table 1). Interestingly, both MPB flank crossings

observed by MAVEN that can be accurately determined during the analyzed time interval

support such conclusion. Indeed, the blue and red encircled crosses shown in upper right

panel (Figure 2) displayed the cylindrical MSO radial distance and the XMSO coordinate

of such MPB crossings, that took place during the first and second orbits. It is worth

mentioning that three additional dayside MPB crossings took place during the analyzed

time interval. However, the relatively large magnetic field fluctuations in the magnetic

field data as well as the variable plasma composition along MAVEN’s trajectory inside

the Martian magnetosphere prevent us from accurately determining the MPB crossing

location in these cases.

Given that the determined simulated bow shock profiles are much more extended, we

can compute conic section fits to model the bow shock location assuming cylindrical

symmetry along the XMSO axis and using the same methodology reported in Trotignon

et al. [2006]. The conic section is defined by:
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r = L− εrcos(θ) (1)

where r and θ are the polar coordinates expressed from the conic focus, such that

x − xF = rcos(θ) and ε, xF and L are the eccentricity, the focus position along the

X axis, and the semi-latus rectum (distance of the shock to the focus in the plane per-

pendicular to the x-axis), respectively. The derived values for each of these parameters

and the R2 value associated with the linear fit (from Equation 1) for each of the three

simulations are presented in Table 1. As can be seen in this Table, the R2 values are

very close to 1, ensuring the derived conic sections fit very well the computed bow shock

location derived from LatHyS. The corresponding conic sections are displayed in Figure

2 (lower panel). Based on these fits, we also determined the bow shock stand-off distance

and the terminator distance (Table 1). We find the computed terminator distance from

each simulation to be consistent with the range of values reported in Edberg et al. [2010].

Indeed, a decreasing trend (although with large scatter) of the extrapolated terminator

distance with the MMS was observed in that study, for magnetosonic Mach numbers rang-

ing between 6.1 and 10.5. As shown in Edberg et al. [2009], the solar dynamic pressure

has also a strong influence on the location of the bow shock and the magnetic pile-up

boundary. An increase in the dynamic pressure was found to push the bow shock down-

ward, and the presence of an asymptote for relatively large dynamic pressure values was

suggested (Figure 6, panel a of Edberg et al. [2009]). Consistent with these observations,

we find that bow shock fits are very similar (e.g., terminator and stand-off distance) when

comparing Simulations 2 and 3 with Simulation 1. That is, a much larger variability in
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the bow shock location is found when Pdyn varies between 0.58 nPa and 4.54 nPa than

when it varies between 4.54 nPa and 13.61 nPa. While the bow shock fit for Simulation

1 is very close to the one reported in Trotignon et al. [2006], the stand off and terminator

distances are reduced by ∼ 8% and ∼ 15% percent, respectively, under the conditions for

Simulations 2 and 3.

H+ and O+ loss rates

We also estimate the variability of the H+ and O+ planetary loss rates between the

three LatHyS stationary runs. As can be seen in Table 1, the H+ and O+ loss rates

increase by a factor ∼ 10 and ∼ 2.4, respectively, as a result of the changes in the external

conditions during the passage of the ICME through the Martian environment (Simulation

1 vs Simulation 3). These increments are mainly the consequence of an increase in the

charge exchange ionization rate between solar wind protons and H and O atmospheric

neutrals (proportional to nSW USW ). Indeed, in both cases this ionization rate increases

by a factor ∼ 12.2. In the case of O+ escape rates, a significant contribution to such

increase is also associated with the motional electric field, that can penetrate to lower

altitudes due to the increased solar wind pressure, accelerating and removing ions from

the upper layers of the Martian ionosphere. The three LatHyS simulations also show the

presence of the O+ plume in the positive convective electric field hemisphere, as expected

from previous observations [e.g., Dong et al., 2015]. We find that the ratio between the

O+ escape rate along the convective electric field direction and the total O+ escape rate

increases from Simulation 1 to Simulation 3. Indeed, as shown in Table 1, this O+ escape

channel constitutes ∼ 8.5% and ∼ 14.2% of the total O+ loss rate for Simulation 1 and
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Simulation 3, respectively. O+
2 and CO+

2 escape rates are not presented in this paper,

since the considered spatial resolution might affect the description of physical processes

occurring in the ionosphere. Differences in O+ computed escape rates between LatHyS

and MHD models describing the interaction between ICME events and Mars [e.g., Jakosky

et al., 2015b; Ma et al., 2017] might be associated with the considered atmospheric and

ionospheric profiles. As mentioned in a previous section, the three LatHyS stationary

simulations have used outputs from the LMD-GCM and the EGM codes under mean solar

activity conditions and Ls=90◦. Such differences can also be partly due to the spatial

resolution employed to describe the O+ ionosphere in LatHyS. Previous estimations of

planetary ion escape vary significantly due to different factors: the external conditions,

instrumental design, considered hypothesis, and/or employed numerical simulation codes,

etc, as can be clearly seen for the case of O+, in the review by Dubinin et al. [2011].

However, it is worth pointing out that the computed total H+ ion loss rate for Simulation

1 is approximately twice the one reported in Modolo et al. [2005], under nominal solar

wind and solar maximum conditions. The derived total O ion loss rate is close to the one

reported in Dong et al. [2015] although, in that work based on MAVEN data, the authors

focused only on ions with energies higher than 25 eV. Heavy ion escape rate in the same

energy range was analyzed in Brain et al. [2015] and was found to exceed 2× 1024 ions/s.

Comparison of these results with ion escape rates associated with Simulations 2 and 3

support the idea that space weather phenomena are capable of having significant effects

on the Martian atmospheric escape. Complementary studies on the interaction between
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Mars and other extreme events can better establish the integrated effect of such impacts

over the Martian history.

4. Conclusions

In this work we have analyzed the interaction between an ICME and Mars by means of

LatHyS stationary runs and MAVEN measurements obtained during mid-September 2017.

Despite that some observations are indicative of the presence of time dependent processes

taking place during the analyzed time interval, comparisons between simulated profiles

along the spacecraft trajectory and MAVEN MAG, SWIA and STATIC observations show

a good agreement. This suggests that several stages during this interaction can be partly

described through a combination of steady states. We also find that the simulated bow

shock is closer to the planet for higher solar wind dynamic pressure and magnetosonic

Mach number conditions, in agreement with previous observational studies. The dayside

MPB shows much less variability than the bow shock, although we observe (through

MAVEN and LatHyS) a compression on the flanks when the solar wind dynamic pressure

and magnetosonic Mach number increase. Finally, we find that the simulated H+ and

O+ loss rates increase by a factor ∼ 10 and ∼ 2.4, respectively, as a result of the ICME

passage through the Martian plasma environment.
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Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3

Time interval 2017-09-12 22:00 UT -
2017-09-13 02:52 UT

2017-09-13 02:52 UT -
2017-09-13 05:10 UT

2017-09-13 05:10 UT -
2017-09-13 08:20 UT

nSW (cm−3) 1.9 4 12
USW (km/s) (-426,0,0) (-824,0,0) (-824,0,0)
BIMF (nT) (0,-3,0) (0,-10,0) (0,10,5)
MMS 5.15 6.40 8.40
Pdyn (nPa) 0.58 4.54 13.61
Bow shock parameters:
ε, L(RM), xF (RM)

0.983, 2.195, 0.53 0.915, 1.801, 0.58 0.907, 1.810, 0.55

R2 0.995 0.998 0.997
Bow shock stand-off
distance (RM)

1.64 1.52 1.50

Bow shock terminator
distance (RM)

2.66 2.26 2.24

O+ escape (1024 ions/s) 1.3 1.9 3.1
O+ escape along the
convective electric field
(1023 ions/s)

1.1 1.9 4.4

H+ escape (1025 ions/s) 2.1 8.2 21.9

Table 1. Solar wind properties, IMF, magnetosonic Mach number and SW dynamic pressure

considered for each of three simulations during the corresponding time interval. Bow shock

properties derived from fits to LatHyS results and estimated planetary O+ and H+ escape rates

are also presented.
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Figure 1. LatHyS results and MAVEN MAG, SWIA and STATIC observations between 12 September
2017, 22:00 UT and 13 September 2017, 08:20 UT. From top to bottom: the magnetic field MSO
components and magnitude, the SWIA MSO bulk plasma velocity components and magnitude, and the
SWIA and STATIC ion densities.
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Figure 2. Bow shock and magnetic pile-up location from LatHyS. Upper left (right) panel: bow
shock (magnetic pile-up boundary) location in the X-Y and X-Z MSO planes for the three stationary
simulations. The upper right panel also shows two MPB flank crossings from MAVEN observations
(encircled crosses), see text. Lower panel: Conic section fitted to the location of the modeled bow
shock in each of the three simulations, in cylindrical MSO coordinates. Bow shock and magnetic pile-up
boundary derived in Trotignon et al. [2006] are also shown, for easy comparison. MAVEN trajectory
between 12 September 2017, 22:00 UT and 13 September 2017, 08:20 UT is also shown in light blue. The
color-coded points display the position of MAVEN at a particular time, every 25 minutes approximately.
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